ELEVATE YOUR PARTNERS
IN YOUR OWN DEDICATED FESTIVAL APP
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Setting the scene
Millennials are a target group that have shown an immense interest not only in music, but in the
live music space especially. Backed by numerous studies, this notoriously tough-to-reach age
group (followed by Generation Z) can be engaged by brands when - intelligently - connected to
their favourite time-spending activity, music festivals.
As a promoter selling sponsorship packages, including brands into the festival application is only
natural. Over these last years, we’ve seen download rates rising towards - on average - more than
50% of the amount of unique visitors. Taking into account the promotional efforts and content
relevancy a promoter can deliver, this rate can be boosted towards 75% or higher.
In this whitepaper, you’ll get to see how the Appmiral framework is ideal to improve your
sponsorship strategies, find new or extend existing revenue streams but most of all improve
your audiences’ experience.

55%

of millennials say they’re spending more on events and live
experiences than ever before.

(source: Festival Insights)

10’

almost 10 minutes of time is spent on average in each
session a user starts in our festival apps.

(source: Appmiral 2018 analytics)

8/10

show purchase intent to buy products from brands
that sponsor a live music experience.

(source: Momentum Wolrdwide / AEG)
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Introducing Appmiral
Appmiral supports festival and event organizers to deliver the best possible experiences to
their audience. Save time and effort with our plug-and-playable apps and intelligent behind-thescenes tooling.
•
•
•
•
•

8 years of knowledge & experience are woven in the latest iteration of the product
+ 3,250,000 app users since 2010
+ 200 applications delivered
21 countries visited so far
best-rated festival app for 4 years in a row, both on iOS and Android

We’ve made it our mission to help our clients get ready for the full digital enablement
they all are facing. Your audience is expecting technology of the highest standards comparing
each mobile application they download to billion Dollar companies like Facebook, Instagram, ...
Our modular framework approach allows our clients to meet those high expectations and
provide a top-notch and fully customized application tailored to your event or festival.

Sponsorship Opportunity
Our analytics show that festival goers are spending more time than ever before in their festival
applications, so it only makes sense to give your sponsors stage time in the app as well.
But have no doubt, sponsors and brands are expecting that same level of quality when
connecting their brand to your live event - and they should.
Appmiral apps come in 3 sizes: IMPROVE, EXTEND and AUGMENT.
Basic sponsorship integrations are foreseen in all 3 tiers, the higher tiers accompany additional
features and sponsorship opportunities. On the interactive map for example, sponsors can fully
decorate their POI’s.
All tiers have advanced ‘real-time’ analytics at their disposal, allowing you to offer sponsors
extensive insights in their own campaigns or the festival audience in general.
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IMPROVE
The IMPROVE version hosts many sponsoring opportunities to give sponsors a prominent place
in an application, without distracting from the festival experience and branding. This to further
boost brand awareness and stimulate activation, sponsors can even engage with the festival
audience by embedding interactive cards in the newsfeed/home screen of these apps.

Sponsor branding
Homescreen sponsorship is a straight-forward way of incorporating a sponsor into your festival
app. Both operating systems (iOS & Android) do require a different approach and placeholder in
the app.
The idea is simple - give sponsors visual presence everytime time the app gets opened or used.

TIP: Create a new “main digital sponsership” package for this type of intregation.
Limited to just 1 brand.

Partner on the splash screen

Partner in the Hamburger menu
(linked)
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Branded interactive cards
We introduced interactive cards to our apps in
2015. Both for the organisation and the sponsors,
this has proven to be the best way to communicate
and interact smartly with festival visitors.
The apps are intelligent and context-aware – for
instance, in knowing that users’ needs differ in
the periods before, during and after the festival.
Your sponsored campaigns can use this same
contextuality to help you reach visitors when and
where it counts.

TIP: Help partners to inprove their reach
by making them an interactive card that
explains their (on-site) activation strategy.

Push notifications (location-based)
When done right, push notifications can enrich a
sponsoring campaign and boost traffic towards it.
We allow brands to customize both the card in the
feed and its corresponding notification.
On optional module can be added to the app,
enabling you to segment your messages based on
the audiences’ current and historic location.

TIP: Location segmentation enables you
to target and refine your messaging.
Tremendously increasing the amount and
relevancy of your communication.

EXTEND (includes all IMPROVE features)
The main differentiator in this versions of the framework is our renowned interactive map.
Also, we use Google Data Studio to provide you real-time access to the latest analytics on
download rates, artist favoriting, engagement with cards and pushes, ... It’s these insights that
will help you make important choices for years to come, backed up by visitor feedback.

Interactive maps
Using our dynamic, geo-accurate and user-friendly maps, your audience can explore the festival
grounds in a whole new way. We’ve foreseen that your teams can build on this user experience
by customising the visual representation of own and sponsor POI’s on your map,
directly managed from the CMS.
We see these type of maps as an ideal tool to gather data, further understand visitor
engagement and boost sales.

Boost your sponsor activations
Leverage the power of our interactive cards to high-lighten your
sponsors on-site activation strategies. The cards can sustain and
explain what is going on, and even lead traffic directly to the exact POI
on the festival ground.
(ex. Belgian TelCo Proximus offering battery chargers, 2018)
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AUGMENT = INNOVATION (includes all EXTEND features)
In the summer of 2018, Appmiral introduced Augmented Reality to the framework.
We released this innovative technology to the crowd on 6 Belgian festivals, including
Rock Werchter (150.000 atendees) and Pukkelpop (80.000 attendees).
By adding this additional interactive layer to the map functionality, we created a whole new
experience for people in order to look for friends, bars, stages, food stalls, partner stands, ...

Augmented Reality (AR)
We incorporated an AR-switch in the map view, so ARready devices can easily switch between the ‘classic’
map view or the new ‘A R-mode’.
Finding your friends has never been easier by simply
sharing your crew’s whereabouts or requesting their
location. Having the geo-accurate maps allowed us to
create 3D markers that act as a touring guide on your
camera screen.

TIP: Create a new sponsorship package for a partner to claim the Augmented Reality features. You
can embed a brand in the AR onboarding screens allowing them to connect with this innovation.
Besides that, each POI can be customised with a 3D logo that floats over your holy grounds.
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Finding the plan that’s right for you
We hope you’ve liked this whitepaper and get in touch with our team to find out
how Appmiral can take your festival or event to the next level.

Depending on the size of your festival (or ambitions), we created 3 tiers that
will fit your needs. But we have learned that some things you can’t live without!
These features are our Appmiral Foundation, included in every plan.
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BELGIUM
HEADQUARTERS
Scheldestraat 11
2000 Antwerp
+32 499 23 28 72
robin@appmiral.com

NORWAY OFFICE
+47 92687755
joachim@ekko.agency

SWEDEN OFFICE
+45 70 4927890
stefan@distshim.com

MEXICO OFFICE
+51 1 33 3676 2686
archundia@appmiral.com
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